The best locomotive you ever experienced!

You NEVER regret!

Don’t hesitate to call us and ask!!
Reason for GE Locomotive

At GE Transportation, we always try to our best to support environment and become closer to our consumers. After we built GE transportation, our company always has been core position of all the technology in the world. Also, many amazing engineers are accompanied with us. With fabulous engineers, GE transportation has advanced technologies in various aspects: rail, mining, marine, stationary power, and drilling industries. Among these headed great technologies, we can confidently say that rail technology is the best in the world. This time GE transportation produced new locomotive that never existed in the past. The developed locomotive will minimize the emission rate of pollutants and maximize all benefits with lower cost.

Innovative Fuel

After much deliberation consideration, GE transportation engineers decided to use ‘Liquid Natural Gas’ to alternate pervious fuel. By using liquid natural gas, it can minimize the cost and emission rate of pollutants.

- **Eco Friendly**
  - I. Meet EPA requirement
  - II. Reduces the amount of smog
- **Larger Capacity**
- **Cost Effective**
- **Fast speed**
  - I. Can delivery on time

**Feature**

The locomotive GE transportation made created countless number of benefits. We caught up the customer needs as possible as we can. We maximized the benefits for you, customer. Ge Transportation can assure that you are not going to regret by using our fabulous locomotive. More detailed information is continued on back page.
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